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Team Composition: 

  

Eco de Projetos Ltda. 

Architect - Ronilson Rener de Oliveira 

Architect - Sumaya Baeta Casteel 

Elevations - David Silva Pinto 

  

Architecture is to plan and to use creativity applied to a purpose. We understand the essential requirements of each client and manifest each project in a creative 

harmonious, intelligent and sustainable manner. Our purpose as architects is to translate the dreams and goals of each customer and deliver them into reality, crafting 

those dreams to fit  each location. 

  

We are a company of architects, interior designers and construction consultants based in Belo Horizonte, Minas Gerais, Brazil. We have worked in this market for over 

twenty years and have executed more than 400 projects. The firm consists of founder Ronilson Rener, Sumaya Baeta Casteel  and Sinara Celia, architects formed 

respectively by Isabela Hendrix Methodist Institute  (1987) and the School of Architecture - University Federal - Minas Gerais (1992). The firm also has a team of 

associates 

  

The firm creates architectural projects in various states of Brazil. The firm is experienced in all types of projects and has successfully delivered: single and multi-family 

residences, retail shops, industrial complexes, restaurants, book stores, pharmacies, hotels, schools, museums, civic design, city council administration buildings and 

council house, community centers, urban design, bus stations, shopping centers with a 5 screen theater, interior design and various renovation projects. 

  

Sumaya Baeta Casteel is an architect with excellent qualifications. She has worked as an architect for more than 20 years. During this period she has acquired a wide 

variety of experience, including working with Oscar Niemeyer, Brazil's most famous architect. She was won 1st place in 2009 in a National Competition for a major civic 

project in Macaé, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. This  design has now completed construction and is occupied by the city administration of Macaé. 

  

She received this endorsement by Pritzker winner Oscar Niemeyer 

 

"Declaration: 

Sumaya Cordoval Baeta is an Architect who is totally dedicated to architecture which she does with talent and enthusiasm." 

 

David Silva Pinto, specializes in Revit and AutoCAD, material takeoff and specification. He has taught and worked with Revit and AutoCAD for more than 10 years. He is 

an expert in MicroSoft Project. He worked for Autodesk for 2 years and currently manages the firm, Third Wave, in São Paulo which specializes in design specifications 

and 3-D design and the development of construction budgets. He provides support for the utilization of Autodesk media technologies 

  

As a firm, as architects and designers, we are committed to sustainable design and beauty. Our guiding principals are: Expertise, creativity, understanding, empathy, 

integrity and trust. We dedicate ourselves to creating the designs that form the foundation for our client’s projects successful realization. We also dedicate time for 

volunteering and serving our communities  to improve them.  
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“The main thing is to be moved, to love, to hope, to tremble, to live.” 

- Auguste Rodin 

  

The philosophical basis for the new museum, green bridge and the surrounding park is to create a relaxing environment that prepares the mind to appreciate and experience art in a variety of 

settings. The museum entrance transitions through gardens and waterways, opening the receptive mind and body, feeling the energy of plants and waters. 

 

Location and access to the museum: 

The museum area is 7.000 m2. The building is located on the site of the existing administrative building. The main facade faces a large green and parking between Crombie Avenue Road and 

Bundall. The main entrance and vista are not blocked by the Council Building. 

 

A wide pedestrian street passes through the large green and parking area and then arrives at the monumental entrance to the museum. Pedestrian access is bounded by Imperial palm trees. 

Entrance may also be made by stairs or ramp, accompanied by sculptural arches above a waterway reflecting the Museum facade. More movement exudes from sloping walls and staggered 

stacked facades. 

 

Museum: 

The entrance of the Hall measures 12 meters tall and welcomes the public at the midpoint of the museum. The Hall divides the museum into three sections: 

 

Right Hall: Contains art galleries and store. 

Left hall: Contains administrative areas, meeting spaces, classrooms, loading dock, coffee lounge, library, archive and working spaces. 

The second floor holds the theatrette, Friends and benefactors lounge and kitchen. 

 

The lawn at the bottom of the great Hall has an unbroken vista of the lake which reflects light onto the walls of the two wings and has space for sculpture.  

 

The facades of the museum are diagonal, like an inverted pyramid. The left wing is mirrored golden glass. The right wing is aluminum, matte and shiny silver color and presents as a staggered wall. 

The material and color of the facade echo the name and concept of the Gold Coast Cultural Precinct. The colors represent yellow and white gold. Diagonal walls diffuse the reflections to neighbors 

and the surrounding spaces. 

  

Great Outdoors: 

A sloping lawn above the parking lot creates an area in front of the Arts Centre for concerts, movies, festivals, yoga and fitness. Waterfalls and fountains front the museum at the street level creating 

an attractive entrance to the Arts Centre and Church. The street between the Council, New Arts Centre and Museum will be closed to enhance the site. The central pond and plaza unite the three 

buildings. 

 

Computer controlled fountains and lights in the pond attract people for night walks while enhancing security. 

 

People cross the green bridge connecting the grassy covered parking building and lake. The bridge piers are low so as to not impede the view of local residents. The bridge has two levels. The 

upper level has seats surrounded with vegetation and  pedestrians have a view while traversing the bridge. Fountain jets create a mist to refresh pedestrians. 

 

The lower level is covered alongside the canal and enclosed by glass, containing a juice bar with wi-fi internet and covered in a sloping glass facade with electronic signage and light art viewable by 

boaters. A fountain cascades foam and bubbles from the top of the bridge into the open area of the first level and fountains. The ground level also has a small amphitheater with seating, electronic 

screens and bathrooms. 

  

Arts Centre: 

Two additional cinemas are added to the two that already exist on the right. 
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